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Infrared absorption spectra have been obtained on the alkali nitrates, the divalent 
metal carbonates, and t he rare ear t h borates which assume t he aragoni te , calcitc, or vaterite 
crystal struct ures. It was observed t hat simi lar str uct ures give rise to analogo us spectra 
except for t he carbonate and borates having the vaterite str uct ure. The marked differences 
o~scr~ed in t hese latter spectra. a re discussed. Frequency shifts produ ced by cation s ub
s t ltutlOn are ascnbed to repulslOn between closed electro n shells of oxygen atoms . It is 
concluded t hat t his repulsive force determines the s tru cture type in the rare earth b~rates . 

1. Introduction 

Although a considerable amount of work has been 
devoted to the study of t he infrared sp ectra of calcite 
and aragonite type structures [1 ,2] / relatively little 
attention bas been given to vaterite [3] . The 
scarcity of the data on vaterite type structures is 
apparently due to the relative rarity of this struc
ture. However, a large number of compound s with 
the vatel'ite-type structure have b een prepared 
recently by Levin and Roth [4] in their studies of 
the r ar e-earth borates. They found that all r are· 
earth borates from 5mB03 to YbB03 inclusive 
normally had the vaterite-type structure. Larger 
cations, such as NcP+ formed borates with the 
aragonite-type structure and only t he smallest , LuH , 
normally formed a borate with the calcite structlll'e. 

The availability of the borate compounds sug
gested a detailed study of the infrared spectra of 
the calcite-aragonite-vatel'ite type structures u ing 
a diamond infrarcd celL This cell has the advantage 
that spectra arc obtained routinely with no concern 
about interaction between the material studied and 
the diamond. Although some of the experiments 
on the calcite and aragonite spectra were performed 
with Lhm single crystals , most were run using pellet 
and mull techniques. In the latter methods there 
is uncertainty as to the effect on the spectrum of 
interaction between the pellet or mull material and 
the substance b cing studied. 

The present report contains data on the sp ectra of 
calcitc, aragonite, and vaterite type structures in the 
borate, carbonatc, and nitrate series which were 
available. The data are analyzed to correlate the 
spectr a with stru cture in order to obtain information 
on the interatomic forces and the reasons for the 
occurrence of the different structure types in the 
rare earth borates. R epresentat ive data for a few 
other structures of interest are also includ ed. 

2 . Apparatus and Experimental Method 

All absorption spectra were obtained using a type
II diamond cell [1 ] in a commercially available 
infrared spectrometer. The region from 61-' to 201-' 
was covered in these ex-periments. 

In a given experimen t a few milligrams of powder 
o~' a small crystal of the specimen was placed on one '",,-
dIamond urfnce. The cell was assembled and a 
maxi.mum pressllre of a few hundred atmospheres 
was applied to produce a clear film . The pressure 
was decreased to a few atmospheres, e.g., less than 
50 atm, before obtain ing the spectra. Since the 
specimen was in con tact with diamond alone no 
shift in bands from interaction with the diamond 
is to be expected. Previous studie have shown 
that the positions of the band s are essen tially 
unaffected by the low pressures used in these 
measurements. 

All nitrates studied were reagen t grade chemicals. 
All carbon ates except vatel'ite were of natural 
origin with the small speclmens required being 
obtained from small single crystals. The structure 
type was verified by X-rays in those instances 
where there was any uncertainty. Most of the 
natural minerals have been in lise here for several 
years as optical and X-ray standards. Vaterite 2 

was prepared according to the procedure described 
by Wray and Daniels [5] and the structure was 
confirmed by X-ray analysis. The X-ray pattern 
indicated the presence of a small amoun t of calcite 
and this was confirmed microscopically. The borate 
samples were prepared by Levin and Roth [4] from 
the rare-earth oxides and ortho boric acid by ordinary 
solid state reaction techniques. A con taminant 
consisting of a 3R20 3 • B20 3 high temperature phase 
may have been present in some of the borates. 

2 Vatcrite was obtained through tbe courtesy of Dr. Robert Likins of the 
1 Figures in brackels indicate thc litcrature rcfcrences at the end of this papCl·. 2\'ational I nstitutes of Health. 
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3 . Infrared Spectral Analysis 

For the isolated planar ion X03 having trigonal 
symmetry there are four fundamental modes of 
vibration; the symmetric stretching, VI, the out 
of plane bending, V2 , the doubly degenerate anti
symmetric stretching, V3 , and the doubly degenerate 
planar bending, V4 [6] . Of these fundamentals, 
three are inherently active in the infrared while the 
fourth, the symmetric stretching, is inactive in 
isolated ions. In a crystalline solid containing 
more than 1 moleculeper unit cell, symmetry consider
ations indicate that all modes may be active and 
coupling between various modes may even remove 
degeneracies [7 , 8]. In the calcite structure it is 
expected that V2, V3, and V4 will be observed with VI 

inactive and both V3 and V4 doubly degenerate. In 
aragonite, six bands are expected since in this 
structure VI is active and the degeneracies are re
moved from V3 and V4. Vaterite is reported to have 
a hexagonal cell containing two or more molecules 
pel' unit cell [9, 10, 11]. However, the structural 
details of the unit cell have not been established 
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so far as can be ascertained. Therefore, the ex
pected spectrum cannot be predicted. 

The errors associated with measuring the fre
quencies may be assessed as follows: All values 
recorded represent average peak positions. In gen
eral, VI (not usually observed in calcite), is very 
sharp and its position can be determined with little 
error. Both V2 and V4 are reasonably sharp and 
occur in a region of high dispersion. These values 
are also considered to be known with little error. 
In all specimens, V3 is extremely strong and broad 
and is distinctly asymmetrical. The broadness 
coupled with the location of V3 in a region of low 
dispersion imply that the tabulated V3 values are 
subject to some uncertainty. In particular, it is 
to be noted that as a resul t of asymmetry, V3 values 
corresponding to positions of maximum absorption 
will differ considerably from the values tabulated. 
Oomparison of the data of this report with the 
data of Huang and Kerr [15] for carbonates shows 
that V2 and V4 values agree within ± 2 cm- I but that 
corresponding values of V3 may differ by as much as 
40 em-I. 
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FI(]URE 1. Infrared absorption spectntm of LiN03 (calcite structure). 
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Frf:URE 2 . Infrared absorption spectrum of CdC03 (calcite structure). 
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4. Results 
4.1. Calcite 

Typical spectra for the calcite structures are 
shown in figures 1 to 3 and the data for all calcite 
structures studied are given in table 1. The tablllar 
data consist of the frequencies in CIU- I, the force 
constan ts calculated from the observed frequencies 
assuming a simple valence force potential for the 
isolated X03 ion [6], the ionic radius of the cation 
[11], and the unit cell constants [12, 13]. Values 
for VI, which is inactive in calcite type structures, 
are available for N aN03 and CaC03 from R aman 
spectra [14] . In CdC0 3 and CoC03 bands were 
observed in the position expected for VI and these 
are listed in the table. All other values for VI are 
given in paren theses and are assumed to be iden tical 
with the corresponding values found for N aN03, 

CaC03 or NdB0 3 (aragonite type structure) . From 
data Lo be given later, it appears that the error 
arising from the assumed values of VI do not exceed 
a few percen t. However, force cons tan ts involving 
the assumed values of VI will reflect the error and 
such values are also enclosed in parentheses. The 
arrangement in table 1 is in the order of increasing 
valen ce of anion with su barrangemen t in the order 
of increasin g ionic radius of cation. 

In general, the resul ts listed in table 1 are in agree
ment with the spectra predicted on the planar ion 
model. Several unexpected bands are found, how
ever , i. e., weak low frequency satellites of the V2 

bands in CdC03 and CoC03 and the appearance of 
the VI band in these materials. There is also a rea
sonably strong high frequency satellite of V2 in the 
borates. This band has been shown by Steele and 
D ecius [l6] to arise from the BIO isotope. Decills [17] 
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FrC:Up.E 3. Infrared absorption spectrum of LuB03 (calcite structure). 

TABLE 1 . Infrared f requencies and related data fo r calcite structures 

Force constant,! Ionic 
Frequency, cm- 1 dyn e/em X 10- 5 radius of 

cation ,2 A 

PI 1'2 V3 V, k k~/ 12 k 0/ 12 

(1068) 843 l420 738 (10. 1) 1. 51 (0.727) O. 68 
1068 838 1395 727 10. 1 1. 50 .683 .94 

( 1087) 892 l478 749 (11. 2) 1. 50 (. 646) . 67 
1090 { 838 } 1485 747 11. 2 { 1. 32 } .650 . 73 869 1. 42 

(1087) 873 1480 745 (n. 2) 1. 44 (. 643 ) . 74 
(087) 869 1470 738 (1 1. 2) 1. 42 (. 623) . 74 
( 1087) 870 1480 728 (11. 2) 1. 43 (. 61.5) .80 
1075 { 837 } 1462 724 10. 9 { 1. 32 } (. 609 ) . 97 862 1. 40 

(l087) 883 l480 730 (n. 2) 1. 47 (. 618) . 82 (avg) 
1087 881 l432 712 11. 2 1. 46 . 554 . 99 
(951 ) { 743 } 1288 676 (8. 5) { 0.97 } (. 493 ) . 81 768 1. 04 
(951) { 748 } 1275 630 (8.5 ) { 0.98 } (. 420 ) . 85 773 1. 05 

1 Calculatcd assum ing simple valence force potential function [01' isolated ions. 
2 L . II . Ahrens, Geocllim . Cosmochim . Acta 2 , 155 (1952). 

10 

Unit cell con-
stants,3 A 

a c 

4. 692 15. 22 
5. 070 16. 829 
4. 633 15. 015 
4. 659 l4. 957 
4. 653 15.028 
4. 711 15. 436 
4. 777 15.67 
4. 930 16. 27 
4. 832 J 5. 92 
4. 989 17.062 
4. 823 15. 456 

4.913 16. 214 

3 Unit coli data from sLand. rd X -ray diffracLion powder patterns, NBS eire. 539, vols. 1 to 9 , Dana's system of mineralogy Vol II, 7th ed ; and E . M . Levin and R . 
R oth in preparation . 
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TABLE 2. Infrared frequencies and related data for A1'agonite structures 

Ionic 
Compound Frequency, cm- 1 Force constant,! radius Unit cell constants,3 A 

dyne/em X 10- 5 of ea-
tion,2A 

VI V2 V3 v, k kt. /12 k 5/!2 a b c 

KN03 1050 827 1420 714 10.4 1. 46 .655 1. 33 5. 414 9.164 6. 431 
CaC03 1087 866 { 1430 703 } 11. 2 1. 41 { .53 0.63 } O. 99 4. 959 7. 968 5.741 1550 715 .55 .65 
SrC03 1074 { 845 } 1496 701 } 10. 9 { 1. 35 .597 } 1. 12 5. 107 8. 414 6. 029 863 707 1. 40 .608 
PbC03 1053 { 826 } 1450 670 } 10.4 { 1. 29 .537 } 1. 20 5. 195 8.4.36 6. 152 840 678 1. 33 .550 
BaC03 1060 { 845 } 1470 695 } 10.6 { 1. 35 .582 } 1. 34 5.314 8. 904 6.430 858 709 1. 38 .607 
NdB03 951 { 720 } 1307 598 } 8. 52 { O. 91 .40 } 1. 04 5. 037 7. 968 5.741 791 619 1. 10 .43 
LaB03 944 { 725 } 1310 597 } 8. 39 { O. 92 .40 } 1.14 5. 104 8. 252 5.872 790 613 1. 09 .42 

1 Oalculated assuming simple valence force potential fUllction for isolated ions. 
2 L. H. Ahrens, Gcochim. Oosmochim. Acta 2, 155 (1952). 
3 Unit cell data from standard X-ray diffraction powder patterns, NBS Oire. 539 vots. 1 to 9 , Dana's system of mineralogy Vol H, ith ed; and E . M. Levin and R . 

Roth m preparatIOn. 

has discussed the splitting and coupling of the out of 
plane bending modes to be expected under these con
ditions. The low frequency satellite of V2 in the car
bonates is probably not due to a similar isotope effect 
because of the rarity of 0 ' 4. It would appear that 
the band might arise from coupling of out of plane 
modes of adjacent X03 ions, but according to the 
treatment of Decius [17], electrostatic coupling is not 
to be expected in the vibrations unless mass differ
ences exist in the X03 ions. There is little doubt that 
a similar satellite of the V2 band occurs in most of the 
carbonates although it is of low intensity and is not 
listed in table 1. That coupling of modes between 
adjacent 003~ ions may be the cause of the satellite 
is indicated by the fact that the distance between 
adjacent 003 ~ ions alon g the c axis of Co003 is 
smaller than that in Mg003; and is smaller in 
OdOOs than in Oa003. Whatever the origin of the 
satellite of Vz , interaction effects appear to be re
sponsible for the appearance of VI in Od003 and 
00003 since the band obviously contains fine struc
ture , being much broader than observed in any other 
similar materials. The broad, asymmetric appear
ance of V3 is also indicative of coupling or interaction 
between the antisymmetric mode and other 
vibrations. 

The data for dolomite are of particular interest 
inasmuch as alternate cation positions are occupied 
by Oa and Mg ions [13). From the crystal structure 
it might be expected that the larger Oa ion would 
influence the out of plane and antisymmetric vibra
tions and that the average field of both ions would 
affect the in-plane vibration. It is found that in 
dolomite Vz agrees with that for calcite and V4 is ap
proximately the average of the corresponding values 
for calcite and magnesite. However, contrary to 
expectations, V3 for dolomite is almost identical with 
Vs for magnesite. 

The data of table 1 do not illustrate clearly the 
trend of frequency with ionic radius of cation. There 
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is some indication that the in-plane frequency in
creases as the cation radius decreases. However, it 
is most likely that all the carbonates listed are not 
equally ionic and effects due to variation in the ionic 
character of the compound will probably be super
imposed on effects arising from ionic size. In the 
alkaline earth carbonates and the alkali nitrates 
which may be considered to be completely ionic it 
appears from the tabulated frequencies that smaller 
cations produce frequency shifts to higher energies. 
This trend will become more apparent in data pre
sented later. 

4.2. Aragonite 

Typical absorption spectra of aragonite type struc
tures are shown in figures 4 to 6 and the pertinent 
data are compiled in table 2. The arrangement in 
table 2 follows that of table 1. The tabular data 
show that only for OaOOs is there good evidence for 
the splitting of Vs. For all other materials, however, 
it is apparent that the Vs band contains internal 
structure unresolved by the spectrometer which is 
consistent with the predicted splitting. The two 
components of V4 appear in all specimens except 
KN03 in which V4 is very weak and apparently un
split . It should be noted that in all cases where the 
V4 band is split into two components that the higher 
frequency component is invariably much the 
stronger. As in the calcite structure ther e is evi
dence for a low frequency component on most of the 
V2 bands in the carbonates. In the borates the sec
ond component of V2 is quite strong and most prob
ably due to Blo [16]. The effect of ch ange in ionic 
radius of cation and differences in packing in the unit 
cell is shown by the trends of VI and k in the alkaline 
earth carbonates. The increase in Vj and k as the 
unit cell decreases in size may be attributed to 
shortening of the 0 - 0 bond by repulsion of closed 
shells of the oxygen atoms. It will be noted that 
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FIG URE 4. Infrare d absorption spectrum of KN03 (aragonite structure). 
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FIGURE 5, Infrared absorption spectrum of PbC03 (aragonite str'ucture) , 
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FIGURE 6. Infrared absorption spectr'um of N dE03 (aragonite structure), 
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PbC03 does not follow the trend for the alkaline 
earth carbonates, a behavior which is probably due 
to the greater covalency of t he Pb- O bonds. 

Comparison of the force constants and frequencies 
for CaC03 in the aragonite and calcite structures 
shows thaL there is little change. This is particularly 
true in the stretching force constants. A similar con
clusion is reached by comparing data for N aN03 and 
KN03. Since the cation coordination number is six 
in calcite and nine in aragonite [1 8) it is concluded 
that the electrostatic forces around the ionic cations 
have little effect on the internal vibrations of the 
much more tightly bonded anions. It can also be 
concluded that changes in vibrational frequencies are 
primarily due to anion-anion forces rather than 
anion-cation interactions. 

4.3. Vaterite 

Typical absorption spectra for the vaterite type 
structures are shown in figures 7 to 10 and the data 
are compiled in table 3. The spectrum of the vat
erite form of CaC03 is analogous to those for calcite 
and aragonite, and the frequency assignments appear 
straight forward. Accordingly, the complete tabular 
data are given for CaC03. The spectra of the borate 
type vaterites are considerably different from those 
for the borates in the calcite and aragonite struc
tures. The borate vaterites are characterized by an 
extremely broad and intense absorption band extend
ing from 800 cm- l to 1,200 cm- l . Studies made on 
extremely thin films showed that this one intense 
band consisted most probably of four broad bands. 
Of these four, the existence of tln'ee is unequivocal 
and the average positions of the bands could be lo
cated with reasonable accuracy. The fourth band, 
however, appeared to be definite for some specimens 
but doubtful for others . This band occurs near 1,000 
cm- t, is weaker than the adjoining bands and is par
tially obscured. Inasmuch as it was not observed 
definitely in all samples and could not be located with 
reliability when it appeared, the data for the fourth 
band near 1,000 cm- l are omitted from the table. 
The band assignments have not been listed in table 3 
for the vaterite type borates. It seems likely that 
the bands below 800 cm- 1 arise from distortion and 
bending modes and they are so tabulated. Bands 
above 800 cm- l are designated as stretching modes. 
It is possible that the symmetric stretching band is 
that near 930 cm- l in the vaterites in analogy with 
the value found in the borate type aragonites. How
ever, this is by no means certain since the character 
of the band is quite different in the two instances. 
i.e., sharp and of medium intensity in aragonite, and 
broad and very intense in vaterite. 

The analysis of the spectra on the borat.es was be
lieved originally to be complicated by the existence 
of the 3R20 3·B20 3 compound and the high tempera · 
ture forms of low symmetry reported by Levm and 
Roth [4]. Patterns containing high percentages of 
Tm203 were used to identify the spectrum of 
3Tm203·B20 3' It was found that a broad, very 
strong band near 1,300 cm- l was the most prominent 
feature in the spectrum of this material. Traces of 

TABLE 3. Infrared frequencies and related data for vaterite 
structures 

Ionic 
Force constant, 1 radius Unit cell 

Compound Frequency, cm- 1 dynejcmXIO-' ofca- constants,3 A 
tion,2 

A 
----

VI V2 v, v, k k{). jl' k~/12 a c 

850 741 
CaCO 1090 878 1450 747 9.09 I. 46 0.755 0.99 4.12 8. 56 

Distortion frequencies, Stretching fre-
cm- i quencies, 

cm- 1 

LuBO, 578, 723 884, 952, 1093 .85 3. 725 8.71 
YbBO, 579, 722 881, 940, 1110 .86 3.732 8.74 
TmBO, 576, 719 875, 940, 1080 .87 3.748 8. 76 
ErBO, 571, 716 875, 937, ]]03 .89 3.761 8.79 
HoBO, 569 , 711 870, 931, 1096 . 91 3.776 8. 80 
DyBO, 570, 708 872, 928, 1086 . 92 3.791 8.84 
YBO, 551 , 714 874, 935, 1105 . 92 3.777 8. 81 
GdBO, 567, 698 862, 922, 1082 .97 3.829 8. 89 
EuBO, 568, 693 860, 922, 1049 .98 3.845 8.94 
5mBO, 568, 692 851, 910, 1035 1.00 3. 858 8.96 

I Calculated aSSUI1l111g SImple valence force potentIal functlOu for Isolated Ions. 
' L . H . Ahrens, Gcochim . Cosmochim . Acta 2, 155 (1952). 
' Unit cell data from R . W. G , Wykoff, The structure of crystals, 2d ed (1931), 

and E. M. Levin and R . Roth in preparation. 

this band were observed in most spectra of the borate 
type vaterites, but the other bands being weaker 
were not observed. The band near 1,300 cm- 1 is 
not listed in table 3, as it is believed to arise from the 
3:1 compound. 

The infrared patterns of the carbonate and borate 
vaterite type structures are so strikingly dissimilar 
that it is difficult to believe that they arise from 
isostructural compounds. However, the X-ray data 
show that it would be equally difficult to conclude 
that the compounds are not isostructural [4] . The I 

absorption pattern of the carbonate type vaterite 
agrees in detail with a spectrum published pre
viously [3). Comparison of the data for the car
bonate type vaterite with aragonite and calcite 
shows that the stretching force constant and the 
out-of-plane bending constant are essentially un- I 

changed. However, the in-plane constant has in
creased in vaterite. If the analysis of the effects of 
different types of forces in solution by Benson and 
Drickamer [19) is considered to apply here, the 
marked change in the in-plane bending constant is 
indicative of repulsion between oxygen atoms in the 
plane of the ion. 

Ordinarily the borate type vaterite spectrum would 
be interpreted in terms of an increase in B- O dis
tances as compared with the corresponding distances 
in the other polymorphic forms. This change would 
imply that an increase in coordination of boron had 
occurred in the transition from the calcite or arago
nite to the vaterite type structure . The indication 
from the data of strong shifts of all bands to lower 
frequencies in the borate type vaterite structure 
supports these conclusions. However, the indication 
of such shifts is not necessarily correct as it is not 
possible to identify the modes of vibration. Boron 
is Imown to assume a tetrahedral fourfold cOOl'dina
tion in many compounds and may exhibit both 3-
and 4-fold coordination simultaneously in some 
materials [20, 21). It is found that as the radius of 
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Frr.uRE 10. Infrared absorption spectrum of LuBOa (vate1'ite structure) . 

the rare earth ion decreases, the structure of the rare 
earth borate changes from aragonite type to vaterite 
type, and then to calcite type. It seems very im
probable that the coordination number of the boron 
should change from three to four and then revert to 
three again as the size of the cation decreases 
monotonically. Therefore, despite the indications of 
the infrared data, it appears unwise to ascribe the 
spectrum of the borate to boron in 4-fold cOOl'dina
tion. Under the present circumstances it is possible 
to conclude only that borate and possibly carbonate 
ions are subjected to severe perturbations in the 
vaterite type structure. The dissimilarity of the 
infrared spectra and the similarity of the structures 
of the borates as shown by X-ra.v data raise interest
ing questions to be answered in future studies . 

4.4. Miscellaneous Structures 

Absorption spectra for other materials in this series 
are given in figures 11 to 13 and the data are compiled 
in table 4. For CsN03 the data are arranged as in 

table 1. The high temperature borates exist metas
tably at room temperature and the spectra were 
obtained at room temperature. These materials are 
of unknowl1 structure type of low symmetry and the 
spectral assignl!lents are unlmown . By analogy with 
other borates It would appear that the sharp band 
near 950 cm- I represents the symmetric stretching 
mode, but further assignments are not obvious. In 
general, the complexity of the spectrum confirms the 
low symmetry found by X-ray analysis [4]. 

5. Discussion 

5 .1. Effect of Mass of Cation 

It has been suggested [15, 22] that change in the 
mass of the cation is reflected by a change in the 
observed internal frequencies of the anion through 
a modified inverse square root relationship. It 
would appear that the mass of the cation should have 
a small effect on the internal anion frequencies since 
the bond between the anion and cation for purely 

T ABLE 4. Infrared frequencies and related data f or miscellaneous structures 

Ionic 
rad ius of 

Compound Frequency, Clll- I Force constant,! dyne/em X 10- 5 cation,2 A 

VI Vz va v, k k6 /12 k 'lzZ 

CsNOa 1050 835 1380 716 10. 4 1. 48 0.623 1. 67 

Distortion frequencies, em- I Stretching frequencies, cm- I 

LaB03 582, 588, 634, 75L ________________ 952, 1215, 1280 _____ ___________ 1.14 
NdBOa 563, 575, 667,737, 762 ___ _________ 935, 1172, 1215, 1310, 1390 ______ 1. 04 
5mBOa 561,571,674,732,760 ____________ 939, 1055, 1085, 1338, 1388 ______ L 00 
EuBOa 564,573,675,733,763 ____________ 925, 1066, 1180, 1210, 1360 ______ O. 98 

1 Calculated assumin g simple valence force potential function for isolated ion. Fo r details of no tat ion see reference 6 in text. 
2 L. H. Ahrens, Geoch im . Cosmochim. Acta 2 , 155 (1952) . 
3 Unit cell data from standard X-ray di ffraction powder pattern s, KBS Circ. 539, Vol. 9 , p . 25 (Feb. 1960). 
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Uni t cell constants,a A 

a c 

10. 950 7.716 
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FIGURE 12. Infrared absorption spedrum of LaB03 (high temperature stTueture)_ 
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ionic bonding is much weaker than the internal 
covalent bonds of the anion. It was noted previously 
that in calcium carbonate a change in coordination 
number of the calcium ion in the transition from 
calcite to aragonite produces a negligible frequency 
shift. The data on the borate type vaterites refute 
the idea of a conventional mass effect. Although 
the mass of the cation increases from Sm3+ to Lu3+, it 
is apparent that the frequencies increase also from 
5mB03 to LuB03• Considering YB03, in which the 
cation has a mass approximately half that of the rare 
earth ions, it is observed that the frequencies are not 
much higher as expected by conventional mass 
effects but close to what would be expected on the 
basis of the radius of the cation. Similarly, there is 
no correlation of frequency with mass of cation in 
the carbonate type calcites. There appear to be 
irregularities in the carbonates which are most 
readily interpreted as change in ionic character of the 
cation-oxygen bond such as in PbC03. It seems 
quite reasonable to conclude that as this bond be
comes more covalent the cation mass may play a 
gr~ater role in affecting the internal vibrations of the 
amon. 

5.2. Effect of Volume 

The data on the rare earth borates of the vaterite 
structure type lead to other interesting conclusions. 
The rare earth ions form a series whose external 
electron configurations are quite similar. Quanti
tatively these ions should show very small differences 
in the character of their interactions with their 
neighbors in the crystal. In the vaterite structures, 
as the cation is changed from Sm3+ to Lu3+, the ionic 
radius decreases by some 15 percent. This result 
may be considered to be produced by an increase in 
the effective nuclear charge tending to reduce the size 
of the electron shells. 

The unit cell dimensions also become smaller as the 
cation radius decreases and as a consequence the 
cation-oxygen nuclear distance becomes less. Both 
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FIGU RE 15. Effect of ionic radi1ts of cation on position of 710 
cm- 1 band in borate type vaterites. 

the increase in effective charge and the smaller cation
oxygen distance cause an increase in electrostatic 
attraction of cation for oxygen. The increased 
attractive force must be balanced by an increased 
repulsion that is most reaclily attributed to overlap 
of closed electron shells of the oxygen atoms which 
comprise the major portion of the unit cell volume. 
However , an increase in the oxygen-oxygen repulsion 
should be reflected in a corresponding shortening of 
the B- O bond and an increase in the frequencies of 
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vibration of the borate ion. This trend is illustrated 
by the data on the borate type vaterites, the alkaline 
earth type aragonites, the nitrate type calcites, etc. 
Data on garnets with various cations [22] also show 
the same effect. It will be noted that the data for 
YB03 do not conform exactly to the order of the rare 
earth borates. Since y H has a different electronic 
configuration than the rare earth ions, this is not 
surprising. The differences may readily be at
tributed to the difference in the oxygen-oxygen 
interactions caused by the variation in the outer 
shell electrons of the y H and the rare earth ions. 

5 .3 . Effect of Ionic Radius on Structure Type 

The present data shed some light on the causes of 
cbanges in structure produced by variation in the 
ionic radius. As noted, the frequency trend ob
served in these studies is readily interpreted as 
arising from repulsion of oxygen atoms in the 
crystals. Figmes 14 to 16 show the frequency-ionic 
radius dependence for three bands in the borate type 
vaterites. For the 900 cm-1 and 700 cm-1 bands, 
the frequencies increase essentially linearly as the 
ionic radius diminishes. The 550 cm-1 band, how
ever, shows a rapidly accelerating increase in fre
quency as the ionic radius decreases. From figure 
16 it is apparent that the energy associated with this 
vibration is rising rapidly. It seems most reason
able to uppose tha t even tuaUy a differen t arrange
men t of the structural units becomes energetically 
more favorable, and the new structme will be 
assumed if the energy barrier can be smmounted. 
Thus, as the cation is changed from YbH , for which 
vaterite is stable to the slightly smaller Lu3+, the 
vaterite structm e is not stable because of the 
greater repulsive forces, and the more open calcite 
struetme is formed. Conversely as the atomic 
number of the cation is decreased, the closed shell 
repulsive forces decrease very rapidly whereas the 
electrostatic attractive forces decrease at a slower 
rate, and the energy will rise along the attractive 
leg of tbe potential energy cm ve until a point is 
reached, at which another more dense structme 
(aragonite) becomes stable. This occurs between 
SmH and N d3+. That these ideas are qualitatively 
consistent is indicated by the fact that at elevated 
temperatmes at which the 0 - 0 repulsive forces 
will decrease because of thermal expansion, the 
calcite form of LuBOa reverts to the vaterite type 
structure which is more stable in the expanded 
lattice. 
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The considerations outlined apply only to struc
ture type changes produced by ionic substitution. 
The question of a general polymorphic transition 
when produced by a change in pressme or tempera
ture, or both, is considerably more complex inasmuch 
as kin etic as well as potential energies are involved. 
However, it appears that repulsive energy considera
tions discussed here may well be the governing factor 
in "abnormal" transitions in which the high tem
peratme phase is denser than the low temperature 
phase. 
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